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Abstract: In the era of big data, the construction and implementation of a quality control audit system are particularly crucial. This article delves into the impact of big data technology on quality control auditing, establishes a quality control auditing system in the big data era, and elucidates the pathway to realizing this system. Through the application of big data technology to quality control audits, there is an enhancement in audit efficiency, the attainment of more accurate risk assessment, and the provision of robust support for the sustainable development of enterprises.
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1. The importance of building a quality control audit system in the era of big data

1.1. Improve audit efficiency and accuracy

The utilization of big data technology enables auditors to collect, process, and analyze massive amounts of data more efficiently, thereby enhancing the precision and effectiveness of audits. Establishing a quality control audit system allows for the in-depth mining and intelligent analysis of various data types using big data technology. This results in the automation and intelligence of the entire audit process, minimizing human errors and omissions and ultimately elevating the quality of audits. For instance, in financial auditing, issues such as abnormal transactions and erroneous records can be promptly identified through the analysis of extensive financial data, thus improving the accuracy and efficiency of the auditing process.

1.2. Strengthen risk control capabilities

The construction of a quality control audit system in the era of big data aids auditors in comprehensively and timely understanding a company’s operating status and risk situation, thereby enhancing risk control capabilities. Real-time monitoring and analysis of various enterprise data types enable the detection of potential risks and issues, offering timely warnings and mitigating or preventing risk losses. Additionally, big data technology facilitates multi-dimensional and multi-level analysis of historical data, enabling the prediction of future development trends and potential risks, thereby providing enterprises with a more valuable foundation.
1.3. Promote sustainable development of enterprises
The establishment of a quality control audit system contributes to assisting enterprises in achieving their sustainable development goals. On one hand, through comprehensive, objective, and accurate analysis and evaluation of various data types in the enterprise’s operation process, the system helps enterprises identify strengths and weaknesses, clarify development directions and goals, optimize resource allocation, and enhance overall operational efficiency. On the other hand, the quality control audit system aids enterprises in establishing and refining internal control systems, standardizing management processes, improving corporate governance, and enhancing risk prevention capabilities, thereby offering a robust guarantee for the sustainable development of enterprises.

2. Problems and shortcomings in the construction and operation of the current quality control audit system

2.1. Diversified data sources and insufficient data standardization
As enterprise business expands and information technology undergoes rapid development, the volume of data generated and received by enterprises is on the rise, leading to increasingly complete data sources. The differences between data from various business departments and information systems pose compatibility challenges, necessitating intricate processes for data integration, processing, and analysis. Addressing the issues of diversified data sources and inadequate data standardization is imperative, as failure to do so directly impacts the efficiency and quality of audit work, elevating the risk of audit errors. Furthermore, the establishment of more unified data standards is crucial, given the often substantial disparities in data between different business departments and information systems. Achieving compatibility in the data integration, processing, and analysis process is challenging, demanding considerable time and effort for data cleaning, transformation, and standardization.

2.2. Limited popularity and adaptability of big data analysis technology
Despite the widespread application of big data technology across various industries, its integration into the audit field remains in its infancy. Auditors face challenges in understanding and mastering big data analysis technology, with many lacking the necessary skills and knowledge. This limitation hinders their ability to effectively leverage big data technology for audits. Additionally, the application scenarios for big data analysis technology are restricted, with most audit work relying on traditional methods and tools. Insufficient research and practice exist on applying big data analysis technology to intricate audit scenarios, such as fraud detection and risk assessment. The adaptability and reliability of big data analysis technology also require enhancement, as practical applications may encounter challenges such as low data quality, slow data processing speed, and high model false alarm rates. Addressing these issues is crucial to ensuring the accuracy and credibility of audit results.

2.3. Urgent need for improvement in auditor professional quality and skills
In the current step of the quality control audit system, a pressing issue is the professional quality and skills of auditors. Economic and technological advancements bring forth increased challenges in audit work, necessitating auditors to possess higher professional qualities and skills.

Auditors require expanded knowledge of new technologies and methods, with many yet to receive
systematic training in technical and data analysis within the existing audit system. This gap hampers their ability to effectively utilize new technologies and methods, thereby affecting the efficiency and effectiveness of auditing and limiting innovation in auditing work.

Moreover, auditors need interdisciplinary knowledge and skills, as audit work often spans multiple fields such as finance, law, and information technology. A comprehensive understanding of audit objects and related businesses is vital for improved quality and effectiveness in audits.

Finally, auditors need greater motivation for continuous learning and self-improvement. This ever-evolving nature of auditing standards and requirements, coupled with ongoing economic and technological developments, underscores the necessity for auditors to stay abreast of new concepts and methods. A lack of motivation for continuous learning and self-improvement may impede the quality and progress of audit work.

3. Implementation paths for building a quality control audit system in the era of big data

3.1. Promote data standardization and improve data source control capabilities

In the era of big data, the sheer volume and complexity of data sources have presented both challenges and opportunities for constructing quality control audit systems. To effectively build and maintain such a system, the initial step involves promoting data standardization and enhancing data source control capabilities.

(1) Define and implement data standards: In both internal and external data collection, storage, and utilization, it is crucial to define and implement unified data standards. This ensures consistency in data format, classification, accuracy, and encoding. Correspondingly, the formulation of data quality standards and data management specifications clarifies requirements and responsibilities, preventing data inconsistencies and errors.

(2) Data cleaning and integration: Addressing abnormal data and error messages during data collection requires thorough data cleaning and integration efforts. This involves removing duplications, correcting errors, and filling in missing values to enhance data quality and reliability.

(3) Strengthen data source control: The diversity of data sources poses a significant challenge in the big data era. Hence, controlling data at its source is imperative. This involves clearly defining responsibilities and obligations for data sources. For key data sources, implementing reasonable monitoring and management practices ensures the reliability and stability of the data source.

By implementing these measures, enterprises can effectively promote data standardization, improve data source control capabilities, and establish a robust foundation for building a quality control audit system in the big data era.

3.2. Popularize big data analysis technology and improve its adaptability and application effect

Effective quality control audits in the era of big data hinge on mastering relevant technologies. Organizations must ensure that audit departments and staff are well-versed in big data analysis technology, including data mining, data warehousing, and data visualization.

To optimize the application of big data technology:

(1) Ensure mastery of big data analysis technologies.

(2) Establish an efficient and stable data analysis platform with robust computing and storage capabilities.

(3) Strengthen data mining and analysis during audits to discover potential patterns and risks, providing a reliable basis for quality control audits.
By popularizing big data analysis technology and enhancing its adaptability and application effect, organizations can unlock the full potential of data for comprehensive and accurate audit analysis.

3.3. Strengthen training and further education of auditors to improve their professional quality and skill level
In response to the demands of the big data era, organizations must urgently address the professional quality and skills of auditors. This involves:

1. Ongoing training and further education opportunities to improve auditors’ professional skills, including data analysis, mining, and visualization techniques.

2. Cultivating compound talents with interdisciplinary knowledge, fostering a comprehensive understanding of business processes, a data analysis mindset, and collaborative teamwork [6].

By strengthening training initiatives, organizations can create a highly skilled audit team capable of navigating the challenges of quality control audits in the big data era. Continuous learning and self-improvement will further ensure auditors’ adaptability, providing a stable and reliable talent base for organizational development.

3.4. Improve the quality control audit system and timely update and improve the existing audit system
The quality control audit system is at the core of audit work, directly influencing its quality and efficiency. To adapt to the requirements of the big data era, improvements are necessary in the following areas:

1. Strengthen research on audit theory: Conduct in-depth research on the impact of big data technology on audit work. Explore and adopt advanced auditing theories and practical experiences globally to develop theories and methods suitable for the big data era.

2. Improve audit management system: Formulate detailed audit plans and standards to ensure standardization and scientificity. Promptly update and improve various auditing standards to align with the evolving needs of the times. Strengthen the management of the audit process, including data collection, sorting, analysis, and storage.

3. Enhance risk management and control: Conduct a comprehensive risk assessment of various data businesses. Identify and manage possible risks in a timely manner, developing distinct response measures for different risk levels.

By addressing these aspects, organizations can improve the quality control audit system, ensuring its adaptability to the challenges presented by the big data era.

4. Conclusion
In summary, the construction of a quality control audit system in the big data era holds significant practical implications and enduring value. This initiative stands to enhance audit efficiency and precision, fortify risk control capabilities, and propel the sustainable development of enterprises. Key considerations in developing such a system encompass factors such as data security, processing efficiency, and accuracy.

Simultaneously, the integration and judicious utilization of data must align with the actual business needs of the enterprise to achieve comprehensive, efficient, and accurate quality control auditing. An active exploration and study of the application and practice of big data technology in the audit field are essential. This involves refining data collection and processing processes, establishing a robust data analysis platform, elevating the overall proficiency of auditors, optimizing audit processes, and fostering innovation in audit
methods and technologies.

By earnestly addressing these aspects, enterprises can effectively enhance the efficiency and precision of quality control audits, thereby promoting the development and progress of the audit industry.
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